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ABSTRACT

Architectural concept once, had concealed in own combination, integration and compilation of various theoretical and
practical knowledge, while today we are witnessing demotion in the activities that almost all are focused on structural design
and built form branching and taking special flavor of concept such as constructions, installations, interior design etc. in the
form of separate academic disciplines that even taught in different colleges and have changed the position and concept of
architectural and have followed consequences such as identity loosing , increasing energy consumption, resources and
natural wasting , etc. However, due to the conditions of modern times continues the process of branching and being special
in the field of construction, in the other hand, in order to counter the effects of the mentioned consequence have been done
and are done researches and theoretical studies that some of them trying to explain the concepts and relations of structure
and architecture. In this regard, the authors began a research with the aim of investigating role of structure in architecture.
Fundamental question was raised in the route of doing this research, what is the exact purpose of the concept of "role"
basically ?and whether we can use this concept as a "concept" in order to compilation and convergence concepts of
architectural structures? In order to achieve a theoretical framework to answer the mentioned issues, and with enjoying
some research techniques by grounded theory method was launched to data reviewing and categorization which have been
presented their summary in this article . This study explains the role of the structural elements is "acquisition" with other
structural elements and giving "relationship" between these elements has created an"attribution" status and will be caused
divergence of these elements.
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